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MVP My Qualities Ms.Guerra

There are many qualities that people have,the qualities that I am thankful
for are Wholeheartedness , Honesty , Self Awareness , Kindness , Courage , and
Respect.

I have many qualities but one of them that i’m thankful for is Wholeheartedness.I am
thankful for my Wholeheartedness because,When I was in school I saw someone that
was being made fun of in my class and I came up to them and told the person who
was bulling them to stop and that it’s not cool or funny to bully someone,then when
the bully went away I asked the person that was bullied if they were ok and they
said yes and thank you,and I said your welcome.That’s why I am thankful for my
Wholeheartedness so I could make people cheer up and stand up for themselves.

Honesty whenever you think of honesty you think of telling the truth and telling
what's real and not what’s fake.Well I am thankful For my honesty because when I
was in art the substitute teacher there said that me and my table wrote on the
marker basket but then when the substitute teacher called my teachers I explained
that we didn’t do it and it was like that when we came.After that the substitute
teacher understood and we went back to our work.This is why I am thankful for my
honesty so I could tell the truth and not get involved with drama.

The
one time that I was Self Aware was in 2nd grade.One day I saw that my friend was
crying I talked to her and she told me a loved one has passed and I had sympathy
for her because it happened to me too before,I did things she liked with her like play
her favorite game , watch her favorite show and many more,and at the end she was
happy again.This is why I am grateful for my self Awareness so I could help other
people feel happier.

Kindness is something that I really appreciate and here is
why.When I was home my sister came to me and said she was being bullied by her
somebody that used to be her friend she said that it was making her feel sad but I
told her to not worry about it and just to stand up for herself and tell her to “stop
bullying me it’s not cool” and if that doesn't work then to tell the teacher.Then the
next day she said that she tried that and it didn’t work then she told the teacher
and she got in trouble for doing that.Then my sister was happy again.This is why I
am grateful for Kindness to help people when their down.

Courage is a quality that I
have and I am going to tell you one time I was courageous.One day I was at the park
and I was playing on the monkey bars,I was only 6 but I still was doing tricks on



them, but after a while I fell.My mom brought me to the emergence room and we
found out that I broke my arm,I had to get a big shot and I didn’t cry.I stayed in a
cast for a long time but I was still brave and I had to get check ups for it,but I still
wasn't upset.This is why I am thankful for my courage because I am always brave
and stand up for myself.

One of my qualities is respect and I am thankful for it.A time I
was respectful was when I was in pre K I was playing with toys and someone was
playing alone they wanted to play with someone but had no friends so I decided to
go and ask if I could play and if we could be friends and they said yes.I shared my
toys with her and played with her every single day.And they were happy and not
sad.This is why I am thankful for being respectful to make people happy and not
lonely.

These are my qualities and I am very thankful for them.


